
�is course introduces 48 of the 75 Basic
Phonograms and 1 Advanced Phonogram.

Phonograms

Listen, learn, and practice all the sounds at phonograms.logicofenglish.com/chart.

Single-Letter Phonograms

Advanced Phonogram
SCAN

/ă-ā-ä/  mat table father

/b/  bat

/k-s/  cat  cent

/d/  dad

/ĕ-ē/  tent be

/f/  foot

/g-j/  big gym

/h/  hat

/ĭ-ī-ē-y/  it ivy stadium         onion

/j/  job

/k/  kit

/l/  pal

/m/  me

/n/  nut

/ŏ-ō-ö/  on go do

/p/  nap

/kw-k/  queen mosquito

/r/  ran

/s-z/  sent as

/t/  tip

/ŭ-ū-ö-ü/ up pupil flue put

/v/  van

/w/  wall

/ks-z/  fox xylophone

/y-ĭ-ī-ē/  yard gym by baby

/z/  zip

Multi-Letter Phonograms

/ā/  laid

/är/  car

/ä/  author

/ā/  play

/ch-k-sh/ child school chef

/k/  back

/ē-ĕ-ā/  eat bread steak

/ē/  tree

/ā-ē-ī/  their protein feisty

/er/  her

/ö-ū/  flew few

/ā-ē/  they key

/er/  bird

/n/  know

/ö-ü-ō/  food look floor

/or/  lord

/ow-ō-ö-ŭ-ü/ house soul group country      could

/ow-ō/   plow snow

/sh/  she

/th-TH/  thin this

/wh/  whisper

/wer/  worm

Two letter /ā/ that may not be used at the end of English words.

Two letter /ä/ that may not be used at the end of English words.

Two letter /ā/ that may be used at the end of English words.

�e /er/ of her.

May be used at the end of English words.

May be used at the end of English words.

Two letter /n/ used only at the beginning of a base word.

May not be used at the end of English words.

May be used at the end of English words.

Used at the beginning of a base word.

�e /er/ of bird.

Double /ē/. 

Two letter /k/ used only after a single, short vowel.

eo /ē-ĕ/  people leopard     (Middle English)

�is course introduces 48 of the 75 Basic Phonograms and 1 Advanced Phonogram.



Spelling Rules

Spelling Rules
Spelling Rule 1
C always softens to /s/ when followed by E, I,  or Y. Otherwise, C says /k/.
center circus icy

Spelling Rule 2
G may soften to /j/ only when followed by E, I,  or Y. Otherwise, G says /g/.
germ ginger allergy

Spelling Rule 4
A E O U usually say their long sounds at the end of the syllable.
ba•sin he•ro ro•bot hu•man

Spelling Rule 5
I and Y may say /ĭ/ or /ī/ at the end of the syllable.
cli•nic li•on ty•pi•cal cry

Spelling Rule 6
When a one-syllable word ends in a single-vowel Y, it always says /ī/.
try my

Spelling Rule 7.1
Y says /ē/ only in an unstressed syllable at the end of a multi-syllable word.
hap•py a•bil•i•ty

Spelling Rule 8
I and O may say /ī/ and /ō/ when followed by two consonants.
bōld / bŏnd pīnt / prĭnt

Spelling Rule 11
Q always needs a U; therefore, U is not a vowel here.

Spelling Rule 30
We often double F, L, and S after a single, short or broad 
vowel at the end of a base word.  Occasionally other letters 
also are doubled.
off ball less 

Spelling Rule 31.1
Any vowel may say one of the schwa sounds, 
/ŭ/ or /ĭ/, in an unstressed syllable or unstressed word.
about frozen a the

Spelling Rule 31.2
O may say /ŭ/ in a stressed syllable next to W, TH, M, N, or V. 
mother won love 

Spelling Rule 10
When a word ends with the phonogram A, it says /ä/. 
A may also say /ä/ after a W or before an L.
spa zebra water talk 

Spelling Rule 3
English words do not end in I, U, V,  or J. 
spaghetti (Italian) ski (Norwegian) tofu ( Japanese) haiku ( Japanese)

When a word ends in I or U, it is most likely an import word from 
another language. �ese words are almost always nouns or verbs 
that represent something that is brought into the English language 
from another culture. Since English is a multicultural language, the 
spelling is also retained. When a word ends with I or U, it a cue to ask, 
“What is the origin of this word?'' We have seen Kindergarten students 
express that this is one of their favorite rules, because it is a clue to 
look up the word and find out what country it is from. 

You and I are true exceptions. �ey’re very old English words that 
changed in form from ich to I and eow to you. �e oldest words in 
the language include the most exceptions because they had the 
longest time to change pronunciation. 

You and I end in
U and I because You
and I are very special.

Teach Accurate

Reasons for a Silent Final E

Spelling Rule 12.9
Unseen reason.
done were some come

= = = =

Spelling Rule 12.5
Add an E to keep singlular words that end in
the letter S from looking plural.
house mouse purse = = =

Spelling Rule 12.3
�e C says /s/ and the G says /j/ because of the E.
choice large = =

Spelling Rule 12.2
English words do not end in V or U.
have blue ==

Spelling Rule 12.1
�e vowel says its long sound because of the E.
cape pipe cute= = =



Exceptions

When students learn an accurate understanding of phonics, only 6 of the 100 most frequently used 
words include an exception. In each of these words, only one part of the word is an exception, the 
rest of the word follows the rules. �is equates to only 1.6% of the phonemes as exceptions.

�ese words are decodable. But 
they end in U and I. �ey are true 
exceptions to the spelling rule. 
Suggested: Teach them as You and I end in U and 
I because You and I are very special.

Isn’t the unvoiced WH in who an exception?
Because WH is introduced as a phonogram that is unvoiced in parts of the 
world, we do not think of it as an exception. �ough, if it were added it to the list, 
7 exceptions equals 1.9%. 

you I
Exceptions to the Spelling Rules
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High-Frequency Words

�e ten most frequently used words make up 25% of all written texts.
the be to of and a in that have I
Dictionary, Oxford English. “�e OEC: Facts about the Language,” n.d. https://web.archive.org/web/20111226085859/http://oxforddictionaries.com/
words/the-oec-facts-about-the-language.

High frequency word lists overlap with a majority of words in the first few hundred words. �is is because 
these are commonly used grammatical terms needed to form a sentence. �ey begin to diverge further 
down the list based upon the source texts. 

Oxford English Dictionary Word List
• Based on the Oxford English Corpus
• 2.1 Billion Words
• English Worldwide - 21st Century Texts - journals, 
  websites, novels, blogs, newspapers

Dolch List
• Compiled by Dr. Edward Dolch
• Children’s literature in 1930s
• 220 High-Frequency Words & 95 Nouns
• Organized PreK-3rd Grade

FryList
• 1,000 words
• Compiled in 1950s
• Updated in 1980
• Texts used in Grades 3-9

Oxford Word List
• Oxford University Press
• Commonly used in Australia
• Based on words most commonly used in 
  children’s writing in first three grades.

�e twenty-five most frequently used words make up 33% of all written texts.
the be to of and a in that have I it for not
on with he as you do at this but his by from

Kress, Jacqueline E., and Edward B. Fry. �e Reading Teacher’s Book of Lists. Sixth. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 2016.

�e 100 most frequently used words make up 50% of all written texts.
the be to of and a in that have I it for not
on with he as you do at this but his by from they
we say her she or an will my one all would there their
what so up out if about who get which go (50) me when make
can like time no just him know take people into year your good
some could them see other than then now look only come its over
think also back after use two how our work first well may even
new want because any these give day most us

Kress, Jacqueline E., and Edward B. Fry. �e Reading Teacher’s Book of Lists. Sixth. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 2016.
Dictionary, Oxford English. “�e OEC: Facts about the Language,” n.d. https://web.archive.org/web/20111226085859/http://oxforddictionaries.com/
words/the-oec-facts-about-the-language.
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